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First monograph on Zürich-based Galli Rudof Architects

Presents the entire range of their work in a selection of around fifteen realised projects

This first monograph on the work of Galli Rudolf Architects presents a selection of their realised buildings at the nexus of urban and topographical

design. The Zurich-based firm has built an outstanding range of housing, mixed-use developments and schools. Typological innovation and

integrative strategies in preservation of listed historic buildings are hallmarks of their work. With precise framing, complex variation in typologies

and generous linking of spaces, Galli Rudolf Architects respond to the current questions of how cities can grow.

The book documents the architects’ working method, addressing imminent contemporary issues of community building by design and framing of

space at the urban periphery. The texts also illuminate their education and cultural attitude, strategies in organising program and space, and their

interaction with artists and artistic interventions. It also looks closely at Galli Rudolf’s approach to building preservation and constructive detail.

Photographs by Hélène Binet and others, and a wealth of plans and diagrams provide the visuals to encounter current topics in architecture and

urbanism.

Text in English and German.

Sabine von Fischer graduated in architecture from ETH Zurich. She also took an MSc in advanced architectural design at Columbia University

New York and did her PhD in history and theory of architecture again at ETH Zurich. She works as an architectural critic and publicist in Zürich.
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